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6 pigeons on my carpet
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2022

Exhibition view, Duo Show at Stiftung Binz39, Zürich 2023

6 pigeons on my carpet (2)
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2023

Werkeingabe 1

Installation: Klassische Malerei Aufhängung.
Wichtig ist, dass genug Platz vorhanden ist,
um die Malereien von nahem und weitem zu
betrachten. 



6 pigeons on my carpet (3)
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2023

Exhibition view, Duo Show at Stiftung Binz39, Zürich 2023

Werkeingabe 1

Installation: Klassische Malerei Aufhängung.
Wichtig ist, dass genug Platz vorhanden ist,
um die Malereien von nahem und weitem zu
betrachten. 



pigeons and glory
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2023

Exhibition view, Duo Show “pigeons and horses” at Bella, Zürich 2023

Werkeingabe 2

Installation: Klassische Malerei Aufhängung.
Wichtig ist, dass genug Platz vorhanden ist,
um die Malereien von nahem und weitem zu
betrachten. 



7 pigeons on my table
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2022

Exhibition view, Duo Show at Stiftung Binz39, Zürich 2023

Werkeingabe 3

Installation: Klassische Malerei Aufhängung.
Wichtig ist, dass genug Platz vorhanden ist,
um die Malereien von nahem und weitem zu
betrachten. 



„i am a painter, writer, femboy, musician and clubkid living between Bern,  Zürich and Amsterdam. i am interested in whats 
around me, the memories, gifts, dreams, relationships and spirits. i study and transfer this co-dependency, and there is enough, 
always and forever, ready to be added together, telling a story. i absorb it and take it even further into myself, before i transfer it 

to a medium. My work is about how i live my life, how i behave and what crosses my path.

It might be an unexpected gift, like the pigeon nest on my balcony: i drew it over and over again, changing its 
colours, proportions, combining it with other images, multiplying those, until i saw pigeon everywhere, because they are, in our 
beds, heads and spread all over. i’d perform and convey the story about how the pigeons entered my universe, and why they now 

live in my studio.  It can also be the story of leaving my hometown, of romanticized times, heartbreaks, of missing and never 
finding again, which resulted in the song „Hardlife Bern“, by Prix Garanti.

The audience is invited to exist, with me, with the work, in a specific universe which takes over and forms 
narratives, conveying strong ideas on how to exist, co-exist in this world”

Artist Statement, Maxi Ehrenzeller 2022

Upcoming
Group show at Bacio Collectiv, Bern 2024
Duo show at Lokal-int, Biel 2024
Residency  “6 Month’s Berlin”  from the city of Bern, from August 2024

Shows (2023 & 2022)
Cantonale Berne Jura at Stadtgalerie, Bern 2023
Duo show at Stiftung Binz39 with Elvira Bättig, Zürich 2023
Duo show “pigeons and horses” with Sands Murray Wassink at Bella, Zürich 2023
Solo show „Dangerous fire“ at Nesting Grounds, Basel, 2022
Grad. show “Head tucked under wing”, at Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam 2022
Group show “foreshadowing space whistles”, at Boo 2 Project Space, Amsterdam 2022
Group show “Angel Energy”, at M4 Gastatelier, Amsterdam 2022
Group show „together we snuggle together we struggle”, Amsterdam, 2022 
Duo Show at Never Never Land, Amsterdam 2022

Music
Singer and Songwriter of Prix Garanti
Part of the Label Nullkultur.rec

Essays 
“I hope you never go Extinct”, Zine on kashev-tapes, 2023

“Nesting grounds” by Maxi Ehrenzeller and Tim Kummer, 
published on ksb.ist, 2022

“Liebesbrief: Schwarzer Vorhang, Brunnen, Rosa Wolken” by Maxi Ehrenzeller, 
published on ksb.ist, 2022

Grants/Residencies
Residency  “6 Month’s Berlin”  from the city of Bern 

Musikförderung Bern “Album of the Year 2021” 

Education
BA “cum laude” in Fine Arts, Gerrit Rietveld Academie,

Amsterdam, 2022

On going
Curational Team Atelier Bella, Zürich

Bookingteam Zentralwäscherei, Zürich 
Bookingteam Dachstock, Bern

Guestwriter ksb.ist, Bern



Elvira Bättig und Maxi Ehrenzeller 
Duo show 

at Stiftung Binz39, Zürich 2023

Excerpt exhibitiontext by Julia Rose Gostynski und 
Julia Künzi:

“It was to repeat that they met.*

A friend comes to visit. To your home and to see 
you. You are nervous.
Outside, the view presses against the window. 
Downstairs, the leashes of a group of small dog 
The categories of order and disorder dissolve in the 
imagination of this friend’s view of your hor
All the beautiful piles become heaps. 

What you perceive as tidy could be nothing more 
than
CHAOS CHAOS CHAOS.

and the
CHAOS

in your head is remarkable, funny, necessary.

But
CHAOS“  

Exhibition view
on the right: Stapelbild by Elvira Bättig

Full text and documentation:
https://www.binz39.ch/ElviraBaettig_MaxiEhrenz



6 pigeons on my carpet
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2022

6 pigeons on my carpet (2)
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2023

Exhibition view, Duo Show at Stiftung Binz39, Zürich 2023



6 pigeons on my carpet (3)
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2023

Exhibition view, Duo Show at Stiftung Binz39, Zürich 2023



I hope you never go extinct

Essay and Zine by Maxi Ehrenzeller and 
Lena Scheiwiller, 2023, published on 
kashev tapes.



pigeons and horses  
with Sands Murray-Wassink

Duo show
at Bella, Zürich 2023

Excerpt exhibitiontext by Jay Tan:

“A diner party: Queer friends and queers becoming
friends. Laughing and chewing over questions
like: what’s the strongest muscle of the body?
tongue or anus?

Not heart? Not wing?

What can hold (hide) the most?

The heart is an impossible reservoir.
The cup runneth over.
Rain drops and Kenneth’s sweat,
beads and rolls off.

Are wings possible walls?

I tied a string around my heart and
gave you the other end to tie around yours.
A line. A direct invisible force.

I wink with my whole face,
so you can see me.“ 

Full text and documentation here:
https://ithappened.ch/Maxi-Ehrenzeller-Sands-Murray-Wassink

Exhibition view, 
horse drawings by Sands Murray-Wassink



pigeons and glory
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2023

Exhibition view, Duo Show “pigeons and horses” at Bella, Zürich 2023



                   
Exhibition view, Duo Show “pigeons and horses” at Bella, Zürich 2023

Untitled (horse by Sands Murray-Wassink)
pencil and marker on paper, 30 cm x 42 cm, 2023                    

Untitled
pencil and marker on paper, 30 cm x 42 cm, 2023                                    



Exhibition view, Duo Show “pigeons and horses”
selfies and horse drawings by Sands Murray Wassink 

at Bella, Zürich 2023

pencil and marker on paper, 30 cm x 42 cm, 2023                                    
and pencil on wall “will you cup my heart?”



                   
Exhibition View, Soloshow “Dangerous Fire” at Nesting Grounds, Basel 2022

Dangerous Fire
oil on canvas, 30 cm x 42 cm, 2022                    

Untitled
ceramic bunny, wood, metall, 2022                

Dangerous Fire  
Soloshow

at Nesting Grounds, Basel 2022



Nesting grounds

Essay by Maxi Ehrenzeller
and Tim Kummer, 2022, published on 
ksb.ist

Full text: 
https://www.ksb.ist/doc/nesting-grounds



Head tucked under wing  

presented at Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Graduation 
Show 2022, Fine Arts Department, 

Awarded with Cum Laude honors by the 
examination board

Text by Jay Tan, given to me as a letter after the 
exhibition:

“The world keeps coming. It comes in. It comes 
in our houses and dreams and heads and beds in 
the form of friends and lovers and friends of lovers 
and dead (blood and art) relatives and teachers 
and spirits and all their faces. And all the ways we 
misremember their faces and touches when we want 
them and they don’t seem to be in our houses. And 
we miss them. We miss them. We miss ourselves 
sometimes. But the world reminds us. Resolute. 
It’s never invited because it is the world. It keeps 
coming to hold itself (aka the birds, aka us) in its 
hands (aka itself), cupped and open, or resting, head 
tucked under wing. The world is right here plump 
on your carpet, and it keeps coming in. “   

Exhibition view, ceramic works by Sacha Cardoso, 
Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Graduation Show, Fine 

Arts Department, Amsterdam



Exhibition view, Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Graduation Show 2022, Fine Arts Department, Amsterdam



untitled
oil on canvas, 30 cm x 42 cm, 2022

Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Graduation Show 2022, Fine Arts Department, Amsterdam



Exhibition view, Group Show “foreshadowing space whistles” at Boo2 Projectspace, Amsterdam 2022



7 pigeons on my table
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2022

Exhibition view, Group Show “foreshadowing space whistles” at Boo2 Projectspace, Amsterdam 2022



Exhibition view, Group Show “Angel Energy” at M4 Gastatelier, Amsterdam 2022
round silver painting next to the pigeon painting by Rebecca Solari



6 pigeons on my carpet
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2022

Exhibition view, Group Show “Angel Energy” at M4 Gastatelier, Amsterdam 2022



Untitled
oil on canvas, 130cm  x 160 cm, 2022

Exhibition view, Group Show “together we snuggle together we 
struggle” 

at Overhaalstraat, Amsterdam 2022



Liebesbrief: Schwarzer Vorhang, Brun-

nen, Rosa Wolken 

by Maxi Ehrenzeller, 2022, published on 
ksb.ist

Full text:  
https://www.ksb.ist/doc/liebesbrief-schwarzer-vorhang-brunnen-rosa-wolken



“I’m a nice little cooing dove” 

Bachelor Thesis by Maxi Ehren-
zeller, 2022

Excerpt: 

Me and Paloma were sending each other pictures, references and 
thoughts. I sent Paloma the flowers of Nicole Eisenmann and Amy 
Sillman with this quote about the beginning of the pandemic „We 
were all thinking we were going to die and spring was just carrying 
on.” 

I started to draw pigeons and Paloma sent me this quote: “My bird 
wears art history on her ass.“ The pigeons shat all over my balcony, 
while I was reading about art and painting and drawing them, Pa-
loma liked that image.

I sent Paloma the flower bouquets, of Jesse Darling and my thou-
ghts on them. The bouquets are installed in a museum case on 
the opening of a show, fresh yellow and red colors, and during 
the shows progression they were left to decay. For me they stand 
for life’s unstoppable demise and the visitor becomes the witness. 
Here I have to think back to cut flowers as a warning symbol of 
mortality, but also as portraits, both beautifully combined. I told 
Paloma that the same happens if I put a flower into the freezer and 
take it out after it has been frozen. The flower looks perfect in the 
beginning and then I can be a witness of decay in 1,5 hours. We sent 


